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Herramienta ideal para detectar fugas en la 
fabriación de tanques, empaque, señalamientos 

de neon y mantenimiento.

ESPECIFICACIONES

120V, 50/60 Hz.
Transformador de aislamiento.

10,000-50,000V
1/2 megahertz

Operación continua.

Verificador de chispa
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Material: metal y plástico.
Desempeño: 20,000 a 45,000v

Peso:680 grs.
110 ó 220v requiere tierra

 
Model BD-50E HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR  

            OPERATING MANUAL  
 

 

 

DESCRIPTION. The Model BD-50E is a rugged tester designed for testing 
tank lining and other applications where extended use is necessary.  The unit is 
operated by a transformer which limits the current and isolates the unit from the 
power line for safety protection.  The low voltage (magnet coil) and high voltage 
(resonator coil) are separated, making the unit run cooler than the hand-held 
models. This also allows for an extended period of use, up to no more than about 
3 hours of use, with a similar cool down period.   
 
It has a peak output voltage of between 20,000 to 50,000 V, ±2 kV, at a 
frequency of 0.5 MHz.  The current output is approximately 1 mA. 
 
The Output Adjustment Knob is graduated from 1 to 11. The actual output 
voltage will vary depending upon the electrode used, as a larger electrode will 
load down the unit.  Also, there is some variation in output from unit to unit, and 
will vary depending upon the condition of the vibration contacts inside the unit. 
Worn contacts will decrease the output.  As a rule however, these are the 
approximate outputs that can be expected from a unit that is operating properly:   
 

POSITION N0. 1 3 5 7 9 11 

Voltage 20,000 27,000 32,000 38,000 43,000 49,000 
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